FIRMWARE UPDATE RELEASE DETAILS

VTX

DIVE COMPUTERS

to version 1B

(from previous version 1A)

EXPLANATION

Oceanic has corrected or modified the following items to improve the VTX’s operation:

• Corrected firmware for fixing some statics or a black color stripe on the welcoming screen.

• Corrected firmware for some cases, the display may not turn on immediately after a two hours shutdown on surface without diving.

UPDATE PROCESS

Units affected are the VTX model containing previous firmware version 1A.

You can update your VTX’s firmware (operating software program) to newly released revision 1B using the Check for new Firmware Update feature of the current version of the OceanLog PC interface program or Diverlog Mac interface APP. There is no need to return the VTX unit to Oceanic.

OceanLog and Diverlog information is available on the www.oceanicworldwide.com web site.

Should you have any questions, please contact your Authorized Oceanic Dealer, or Oceanic Customer Service by calling 800-435-3483 (8AM -5PM, PST Monday – Friday) or send an email to service@oceanicusa.com.